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 Wedding ?

Your so lovely and so sweet 

Being with you makes my life complete 

Your my lover and my soulmate my friend to the end 

Matrimony wedlock this is your friend 

Exchanging vows, kisses now your spouses 

Soon sharing towels kids in your houses 

He has his Best man you have your bridesmaid 

You've know each other since the fifth grade 

You say your I dos this is for Life 

Hes your husband she's your wife 

Rose ? peddles flying as you walk down the aisle 

Seeing All this happeing brings you to a smile ? 

Mr. And Mrs. Last names are now as one 

Maybe you'll have a daughter or perhaps a son 

You will honor her, love her,comfort her in sickness and in health 

Regardless the outcome of your riches and wealth 

It's your ? hearts that you both give 

For as long as you both shall live 

From this day forward for better for worse to have and to hold 

Rather we have or don't even when its cold ? 

Till death do us part I will always cherish you 

Being without you simply will never be true 

With this ring ?is a token of our lifes together 

I'll stick to you regardless the weather 

I'm going to lift your Vail and give you a kiss ? 

Knowing our lives together will be a wedded Bliss 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

5/20/22 
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 Untitled 

Like the hands you see I'll pull you through, 

Things happen in life that make us blue ?. 

But like this tree it hadn't a choice, 

Mother nature was it's voice. 

As you grow we try with All our might not to let go, 

But like the seasons we go with the flow. 

Sometimes that flow is out of our hands, 

We say remain humble and grow like The land. 

You continue to grow at a rapid pace, 

Right before my eyes and my face, 

No matter how far or close you may be, 

Just look at This picture of the beautiful tree, 

I know your up in heaven with the angels, 

We'll sing and dance to Mr Bojangles. 

So no matter race,creed or your color, 

I'll love you like friend, sister,mom , father or a brother. 

Just remember when it's time and HE says that's it so, 

Always keep in mind just like these hands I'll never let go. 

  

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

8/5/2021 
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 Untitled

You think it's hard being a parent 

Try being a kid that's transparent 

Especially in times like nowadays 

COVID 19 has been around for many days 

No teaching no learning no writing 

All the world ? is doing is fighting 

Their the most vulnerable to our residual  

And their the ones unvaccinated as individuals 

What must be running through their minds 

When everyone is so damn unkind 

They can't even learn right from wrong 

Only to some lyrics they hear in songs 

So get your child and hold them tight 

Inform them that with God they'll be alright 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

1/15/22 
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 Two days before Christmas ? 2021!

It was the night before Christmas and all through the Walmart not a cashier was working it was self
fucking check out the lines are enormous inside and out if you need a basket or a bag you have to
scream & shout the shelves are empty and the people are mad people even parking in handicapped
spaces when not entitled now that's sad as you shop and walk around you can't see their faces not
knowing if the person in front of you has COVID-19 traces rather they do or they don't you will never
know regardless it's the places that we must go so if your vaccinated or not just put on that mask so
each and every one of us can get on with our tasks 2021 is just about over maybe 2022 will bring us
a four-leaf clover but whatever you do stay positive and keep the head up fill-up your glasses or
your cups one day at a time in oh so many ways see you all in 2022 and look forward to much better
days. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

12/23/2021
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 Time ?!

Hurry up were going to be late, 

We get there in time and still have to wait. 

Never enough or too much of it, 

Hitting the time clock when its time to quit. 

The ill are given certain amount of time to live, 

All their lives nothing but time to give. 

Either hoping that their Time passes fast, 

Others hoping that their time here last. 

Not enough time in a day to get things done, 

They say time is up that's no fun. 

Planning ahead marking time and dates, 

Spending quality time with your mates. 

Many time zones from around the world ?, 

Some timezones are extremely hot ? other down right cold ?. 

We were Born with a time stamped on our birth certificate, 

Making this time in life significant. 

Clocks,watches, calendars,? The Sun ? the Moon, all forms of time, 

I've said time mucho in this rhyme. 

So take your time don't be in hurry, 

Rushing to get there in a scurry. 

Its better to be late than not at all, 

So take your time on the way to the mall. 

Once you've lost it no getting it back, 

Planning ahead will get you off track. 

Live in the presence not the future nor the past, 

Because our time on earth ? will never last. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

5/16/22 
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 Thumbprint Pandora 

Have you ever seen the rain when suddenly your life becomes a fantasy while you listen to the
music and someone says I second that emotion and now I have a chance to be closer to you
everyone says that she's a bad Mama jama and if I ever fall in love I will pray I will lay it down if you
rock me I want you to shake shake shake shake your booty because I'm going to keep on loving you
I used to live in the house of broken Love because I was a victim of love now I'm just a live wire I
used to be a blue collar man now I just let the music play I want you to show me some beautiful
summer nights I used to enjoy the loving touching squeezing I definitely love fat bottomed girls I
don't care it's been 7 years give me One reason how would you feel if I told you to take it easy
because this is the magic moment you are my Caribbean Queen this is straight from the heart I
found you somewhere in Brooklyn.
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 The Fourth of July!!! Evening ?

I'm sitting outside watching All the fireworks, 

My puppy is freaking terrified probably thinking those damn jerks. 

Fireman and police patiently standing by, 

Hoping not to get a call as a result of sky's. 

Sucking on chili dogs while slamming those ? beers, watching the festivities while holding someone
dear. all the booms and bangs start to fade, just then displays of fireworks ?? start to cascade. you
wonder if the madness will ever end, you look around it's only you and a friend. a song comes on
that you've once sang, you lock eyes ? then another bang. you Wonder will the sky's stop the raining
of Sparks, even when it's getting really really dark. I come inside to find my plant splat on the floor, it
was hanging by my glass sliding door. I guess the plant had other plans, I most definitely was it's
favorite fan. didn't know my plant was going to be a part, but July Fourth marks The day we
depart.so happy independence day to all and to all a good night, hoping it was only fireworks that
you ignite. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

7/4/22
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 The 80s Pandora playlist!!

I had a photograph of you it was urgent it was in the heat of the moment that you shook me all night
long everybody wants you don't tell me you love me while you're in paradise city cuz there's no one
like you your bringing on the heart ?? break I've been living on a prayer ? I run to you while another
one bites the dust I love rock n roll I wanna Rock to juke box hero welcome to the jungle where
everything has its Thorn so cum on feel the noise it's never too late for love ? I'm bad to the bone so
? if you think I sit on my ass you've got another thing coming for those about to Rock and you love
legs then everyone jump it was the summer of 69 that I was thought to Walk this way everyone's
crazy for a sharp dressed man I ain't looking for nothing but a good time I'm back in black as I go
round and round I've been so caught up in you since the rock of ages my heart ?? is burning for you
as I bark at the Moon ? as I see the ? rainbow in the ? dark should I stay or should I go I'm the
owner of a lonely heart ?? when you close your eyes ? I'll wait while you have a drink on me I Saw
you on a centerfold while jamming to Tom Sawyer I asked why can't this be love I asked you to take
me ? home tonight I know that you give love a bad name it's ok I'm still loving you so don't stop
believin maybe this is a message in a bottle 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

  

6/27/22
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 Thanksgiving ?

Turkey gravy mashed potatoes galore, 

Polish off the first plate going back for more. 

Surrounded by family and friends laughter and joy, 

Next month is Christmas ? will I get a toy ?. 

Giving thanks to the Lord is the priority, 

Sitting your seat at the table according to seniority, 

Playing football outside with your cousins, 

Family gatherings by the dozens. 

Television ? on with the games, 

So many people to remember names. 

You give love and hugs to unfamiliar faces, 

Just as bubba walks in with a couple of cases. 

Soon the atmosphere shifts a gear, 

Blame it on my roots and not the beer ?. 

As the evening draws to a near, 

If you're drinking please don't try to steer. 

The day went from a happy house not so rommy, 

To a sad and somber and very gloomy. 

Rather you celebrate alone with family or with close friends, 

Remember the youngsters watching they'll continue the trend. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

11/21/21 
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 Thanksgiving ?

Turkey gravy mashed potatoes galore, 

Polish off the first plate going back for more. 

Surrounded by family and friends laughter and joy, 

Next month is Christmas ? will I get a toy ?. 

Giving thanks to the Lord is the priority, 

Sitting your seat at the table according to seniority, 

Playing football outside with your cousins, 

Family gatherings by the dozens. 

Television ? on with the games, 

So many people to remember names. 

You give love and hugs to unfamiliar faces, 

Just as bubba walks in with a couple of cases. 

Soon the atmosphere shifts a gear, 

Blame it on my roots and not the beer ?. 

As the evening draws to a near, 

If you're drinking please don't try to steer. 

The day went from a happy house not so roomie, 

To a sad and somber and very gloomy. 

Rather you celebrate alone with family or with close friends, 

Remember the youngsters watching they'll continue the trend. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

11/21/21 
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 St Patrick's day 

3/17/22 

  

It's March 17 St Patrick's day 

Time to wear green ? be festive and gay 

Drinking Irish whiskey and some green beer 

It's celebrated same time every year 

If you get pinched by someone you think that's mean 

It's because your dumb ass wasn't wearing green 

They say that Irish is the luck of the shamrock ?? 

You remember this day from times in the sandbox 

So whatever you do be safe in your endeavors 

Wear something Green and be happy forever 

If you get pinched don't be soar 

She might be cute maybe you can score 

You can't pinch back if she has on green 

If you do she might get mean 

Corn beef and cabbage ? is whats to eat 

I'll be eating a bowl of Chile with lots beans and meat ? 

Enjoy this Day alone or with someone 

Drink green beers and have some fun 

  

Happy St Patrick's day ?? 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

3/17/22
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 Smitty!!!!

We called you Jimmy, Smitty,and Even Hank Fargo, 

Oh why oh why did you have to go. 

We played the guitar ? and bet some races, 

I first met when your daughter had braces. 

We lived together and had our times, 

We shared the tequila and the limes. 

Watching Jeopardy along side of you, 

Every answer I hadn't a clue. 

Right after that came the wheel, 

And We all know what's the deal. 

It was a song that was really tight, 

About that beauty Vanna white. 

You made many tunes and beautiful songs, 

Sometimes I'd would actually play along. 

You would finish a crossword puzzle before your morning coffee ?, 

It was plain and black not that English toffee. 

Give you a hammer ? and some nails, 

You could build a boat with sailing sails. 

Whatever needed to be fixed you'd bring your nailgun, 

By The end of the day a Job well done. 

My friend my rommie,my brother from another mother, 

We could search to world ? over and over, 

But Smitty, Jimmy and Hank we're like no other!! 

Miss you my friend Smitty 

Love bubs!?? 
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 Seasons

I call it autumn you Call it Fall, 

But who am I to make that call. 

The morning gets colder the evening more crisp, 

As the leafs blowing up a mighty good whirling whisp. 

With this season brings tricks and treats, 

We get the needed relief from the scorcher of heat. 

As it gets colder we change our clocks, 

Time to harvest them healthy stalks. 

Pumpkins witches and corn ? field maze, 

Cooler evenings with shorter days. 

Some animals gather food as birds migrate, 

Getting ready for the season for which they hate. 

Turn up the heat and change your clocks, 

Take your love one on that evening walk. 

Enjoy this beautiful time of year, 

Before you know it you'll have to cover your ears. 

The leaves be falling ? to the bottom, 

As the wind blows strong in autumn. 

Which is your favorite?winter ?? summer ? spring or Fall ?, 

I'll leave it to you to make that call. 

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

9/22/2021 
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 Route 66!

Take a walk along The Rio grande, 

Albuquerque NM has some beautiful Land. 

From ancient petroglyphs on the west side, 

To historical old town with natives performing with pride. 

Tingley beach has The ducks ?, 

Route 66 Will bring you luck ?. 

Roll the dice ? with Red or green, 

While enjoying our variety of cuisines. 

From hueros ranchos to chicken enchiladas, 

To stuffed sopapillas or flat tostada's. 

Luminaries in old town with the lighting of The tree, 

Come and enjoy all these sites there absolutely free. 

We have the Rio grande but it's running dry, 

Seeing it brings tears to my eye ?. 

From breaking bad to better call Saul, 

Come visit Albuquerque or give us a call. 

Route 66 runs right though our city, 

Our sites are breathtaking and very pretty. 

International balloon fiesta comes once a year, 

Balloonist,pilots and visitors consume lots of beer. 

Weather permitting it's such a cite, 

Filling the sky with colorful lookalike kites. 

So many places and things to do, 

The water ? in Rio grande is definitely not blue ?. 

Route 66/central runs directly through our City, 

Coming from nine mile hill The cite is oh so pretty. 

If your traveling through or coming back home ?, 

Follow your mind and heart ?? wherever it may roam. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

5/31/22 
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 Pumpkin ?? patch

Pumpkins to the left pumpkins to the right, 

Pumpkins down the middle what an amazing sight. 

Pumpkins neverending from Big to small, 

Isles looks that of a Mall. 

Like going shopping and picking out a gift, 

Some of these pumpkins look to heavy to lift. 

Picking a good one requires an eye ??, 

As you do you capture the sky. 

The clouds are grey with rolling hills, 

The weather looks like it could bring chills. 

You walk both sides of the patch, 

Hoping a cold you don't catch. 

So take your pick And Make the scene, 

Let's carve that pumpkin ready for Halloween ?. 

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

9/28/2021 
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 Pops

It's a day that we call father's day, 

Unlike mothers day it doesn't fall in may. 

He was there at time of conception, 

He's my pops with no acception. 

He may have thought you a thing or two, 

Whenever in doubt he showed you what to do. 

From riding a bike,to flying a kite, 

There were days that you were tight. 

He would showed meaning of right from wrong, 

He showed the guitar, and to play a song. 

He's you mentor, your coach and even your friend, 

This is the man to be with you to the end. 

Whether he's biology your pops,step father or your real dad, 

Always cherish him now because when he's gone it's really ? SAD.!! 
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 Podiatrist ??!!

I sit here in the podiatrist he's examing my feet, 

It hurts so bad tears ? came rolling out to the beat. 

He says I have bone spurs and need a shot, 

Thank God it's Cool in here and not very hot ?. 

Tomorrow I see hanger clinic to get my orthotics incerts, 

Hope it helps the pain and stops the hurt. 

But no matter what he does to my feet, 

I look in the mirror at least my hair is neat. 

I'm gonna make an appointment for My other foot, 

As I say that he recommends a boot. 

I'm back today at my podiatrist for a second visit 

Hope this visit it's more explicit. 

I got a shot and some new supports, 

Hopefully I can get back on the basketball court. 

No matter what is done to my poor hurting feet, 

I will still have a smile when we meet. 

The time has come to say goodbye, 

If he touches my feet I'm gonna cry ??. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

7/20/22 
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 Paths

The path ahead is neverending, 

Depends on the steps on which your sending. 

Like dorthy and Toto in the wizard of oz, 

The path you take results in your cause. 

The rails are there for your safety, 

Beyond them rails it could become somewhat hazy. 

As you walk you become very engaged, 

And then realize how you have aged. 

But with the time comes the years, 

You could do nothing to hold back The tears. 

It's then you come to that point, 

That you stop to ignite that joint. 

With all these words let's keep in mind, 

The path you take will never be kind. 

So choose your steps and direction, 

Find someone that shows affection. 

One foot in front of the other, 

Show some Love to one another. 

  

  

  

By Johnny Chavez 

Aka bubba 

7/30/2021 

Inspired by Smitty and Boe 
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 Paradise !!!

For you and i it may seem like paradise 

But for for some they really pay the price  

We look to the Man whos on the street 

Whoms shoes aren't matching on his feet 

We continue with the blind eyes pretending not to see 

Looking at them "like"nothing comes for free 

With Miles on the shoes and soles of their feet  

Looking around for something to eat 

Just think twice be twice as nice 

For it's just another day for you and me in paradise  

He calls out is there anyway you can help me  

Is there something you can give me  

He's got blisters on his feet can't walk but he's trying 

You can tell by the look on his face he'd been crying 

So many places to lay their heads 

So many of them with no pillows or beds 

What's paradise for you and I 

Would simply make less fortunate somber and cry 

OH Lord is there something we can say and do 

Seeing so many makes me sad and blue 

So think twice even though you're in paradise  

Because for some they can't even get cup of water with freaking ice 

  

9/18/23 

Johnny p Chavez 
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 One day at a time!!

You can always come back tomorrow but it will never be today, so if it's something you have to do or
say get it out of the way. why look backwards of what could have been, put that coffee ? in your cup
or maybe some gin. live in the present not the past or the future, do for your self don't become a
moocher.stop looking back at yesterday live Life to the fullest,don't worry about the grey it's the
latest coolest. yesterday is gone and tomorrow isn't here,why worry so much there's nothing to
fear.stressing your mind about what has happened, only makes you weary and very saddened.no
should've could've or what might have been, today is the only Day you need to pencil ?? in. Only
twenty four hours that come in a Day, before you turn off the lights remember to pray ?. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

8/12/22
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 On this road called life!

You have to smile when you're sad take the good with the bad always be grateful with the things
that you have/had.people change and things will go wrong if you don't believe me listen to your
favorite song. you could be alone    

Or along side your wife when we first met you said you'd be together for life. Happy times together
ruff patches we've sewed payed bills for one another for which were owed. You both smiled with the
arrival of your first born 

After the loss of your thrid you both begin to mourn. But you must smile when you're sad showing
that your strong going back to the music ?? and the words in that song it says never give up you can
count on me. Pick me like your favorite outfit or that ? from a tree ?. I'm full of wisdom and
knowledge I'd share when I can before you know it I'm your biggest fan. So on this road that we call
Life it has many twist and turns becarful with the snakes and fires ? you will get burned. Just
remember when things are upside down it's always better to smile than to frown ?. Like dorthy had a
road and a path she had to choose One took her freedom the other she couldn't lose. Take your
path and enjoy the view. Put one foot ? in front of the other Love thy neighbor and your mother. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

8/23/22
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 My hurting feet

Now what you hearing is not a test 

Its really late I should get some rest 

I'm trying to rap or write to the beat 

But it's hard to think with my poor hurting feet 

I haven't been able to concentrate or be productive trying to Walk upright and stay constructive it's
like there on fire and extremely numb if I say I don't hurt would be dumb just putting on a a pair of
socks ? it seems like there filled with rocks putting on my shoes ? is a different story it's like
watching a horror movie screaming and gory but I succeed at both and must continue with the day if
you asked me how my feet fill I'd probably have nothing to say I'm not being rude by any means my
condition isn't hereditary through my genes its called peripheral neuropathy it's no fun at all if I'm not
really careful I could tumble and fall it's been fifteen years and it never changes pain and discomfort
have different ranges it's something that I must deal with rest of my life  

Mostly caused when I went under the knife ? drinking my life away didn't help sometimes my feet
cause me to Yelp no matter what Life throws at my direction when I see you it's love and affection
so when you see please don't ask with my feet how'd I perform that task it's pure positivity and your
outlook I been writing a lot I should do a book about Life and it's up and downs it's better to smile ?
than to frown ?? 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

8/3/22
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 My 8year soberity poem ?

I I found it hard to exacute this poem 

As I am sitting here at My home 

Playing my Xbox driving like crazy 

Wishing I was actually driving miss daisy 

Refraining from that booze One day at a time 

At least I'm not out commiting any crimes 

My puppy 'Ginger' right by my side 

She's like the kid knowing that daddy has All that pride 

Not only sobriety that I have gained 

But its my Life that I have maintained 

Maintenance is the key to keep me in check 

I can't just say I'll just have one what the Heck 

I still have to be aware of my surroundings 

Like the places I'd go to do my pounding 

The pounding of booze all Day long 

With tears in my beer with every song,don't get me wrong staying sober at first was very hard 

Now I'm careful not to play that card 

I still don't have a license or a car 

But you won't catch me in any bar 

Whomever reads this poem take as you will 

It's been eight ? years and I'm no longer ill 

So if you have a drinking problem that goes on All The day 

I also had the same but thanks to AA 

So swallow your pride and just say no 

Cuz after a meeting or two it's the place to go 

But whatever you do don't pick up that drink ? 

Instead attend a meeting give yourself time to think 

Meditation walking and reading your book ? 

Before you know it you'll become hooked 

But in the end do it for yourself 

Love you and not what's on the shelf 

I'll end my poem and bring it to a halt 

Take these words with a grain of salt ? 
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3/16/22 

Johnny p Chavez 
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 Memorial day

  

It's memorial Day a day for vets, 

The majority of us simply forget 

We shall honor those who served and fought the war 

Well many of us will be at the store 

Getting things ready for the day 

I salute you is all I can say 

It falls on the last Monday of May 

It's the soldiers that had to pay 

It's a somber occasion a time to honor 

Let's not let this day become a goner 

We put flowers on their Graves 

For those who were the bravest of the brave 

We salute those who are wearing their scars 

In my eyes their the stars ???? 

I'm gonna end my so called poem 

Hoping all stay safe at home ?? 

  

  

  

  

It's memorial Day a day for vet 

The majority of us simply forget 

We shall honor those who served and fought the war 

Well many of us will be at the store 

Getting things ready for the day 

I salute you is all I can say 

It falls on the last Monday of May 

It's the soldiers that had to pay 

It's a somber occasion a time to honor 

Let's not let this day become a goner 

We put flowers on their Graves 

For those who were the bravest of the brave 
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We salute those who are wearing their scars 

In my eyes their the stars ???? 

I'm gonna end my so called poem 

Hoping all stay safe at home ?? 

  

  

  

  

  

 .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.s, 

  

 .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.me ??. 
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 Latchkey kid not!!!!

Latchkey kid that wasn't me 

You needed a house ? to have a key ?? 

Always somebody home ? no need for that 

Too many of us to own a dog ? or a cat ? talking about hand me downs we had it bad 

You got what you got sometimes it was sad 

Your sisters shirt ? and your brothers shoes 

You had to wear it even though you were blue 

Moving a lot so many places several schools and hundreds of faces 

Are you moving or going to the dump is what they say 

To my brothers and sisters it seemed like a regular day 

No matter the struggle Mom kepted us Fed 

At the end of the night we all shared a bed 

Tortillas beans potatoes and Red ?? chilie  

Hit the spot when the nights were chilly 

Our house ? was always full,full of love ? 

Thanks to the great Lord up above ? 

In reality to me the past I don't remember much  

But Mom had the heart ?? and that gentle touch 

So no need the necessity of a key ? 

At home I knew my mom would be 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

12/3/22 
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 James Smitty Hank Fargo"

The time has come to say goodbye, 

Well shed some tears as we cry. 

This won't be the last time we meet, 

At the pearly Gates that's where we'll greet. 

This day will be somber and sad ?, 

Because your gone we can't be mad. 

This is only a new chapter and journey ahead, 

With your passing like Jesus your really not dead. 

Some Will grief in their own different ways, 

I look forward to the wonderous days. 

Your are at such peace with no more pain, 

It's God and heaven which have gained. 

We all have our own memories of Hank Fargo, 

As we realize heaven isn't far to go. 

I'm going to end this rhythm or as I call it a poem, 

Knowing in my heart ?? I'll see you at home ?. 

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

8/7/2021 
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 Jack n coke

Jack and Jill went up the road to get a fifth of crown, 

They got hammered hit a ditch and both nearly drowned. 

Seagrams 7 Jose guervo Jack and coke, 

They mixed all,all through the night not thinking, thinking it was a joke. 

Margaritas frozen or not, 

They slam One at every other spot. 

Hitting the joint and doing a line, 

While driving and bar diving thinking their fine. 

drinking and dancing mingling with friends, 

Somebody suggest Uber or Lyft so a taxi they send. 

You and Jill refuse the ride, 

But your buddy says Jack just swallow your pride. 

You come to your senses and find yourself in your bed, 

You awake in the morning instead of being dead. 

I'll end my poem with these words in mind, 

It takes nothing to smile and be fucking kind. 

  

3/25/22 

Johnny p Chavez 
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 It takes very little to change a life

It's takes nothing to extend a hand 

Being shaking it or lifting from the sand 

They May be down on there luck 

Lost a job, a wife a Boss who didn't give a fuck 

It takes one hello to smash 1000 looks 

They had a job a manager or a Cook 

Their not a book don't judge the cover 

From a little girl, teenager or a mother 

Looks can be deceiving in every way 

Being Nice, kind could change their Day 

Change their day you haven't a clue 

If they told you,if you only knew 

You'll be surprised by what words can do 

Not only words that make them blue ? 

Instead of negative thoughts or nasty comments 

Give them a hand or or buy them some garments 

A New pair of shoes ? or a pair of jeans ? 

Some don't want others need by all means 

Their human beings just like you and I 

They hear names and labels that make them cry 

So if you encounter a homeless,jobless, family less,toothless, shoeless person along the way 

Think before them words come out, a positive thought goes a Long Way 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

4/9/22 
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 International balloon fiesta/Albuquerque NM 

International balloon fiesta comes once a year, 

Hundreds of balloonists and pilots Will be here. 

From the gas race, special shapes to the balloon glows, 

It all comes to a end with a afterglow fireworks show. 

Some balloons may never get off the ground, 

When the envelope gets filled oh what a sound. 

They accend to heights for me I'd shiver, 

They flow gracefully and skim The Rio Grande River. 

If your lucky and get a personal sight, 

To watch the pilot ignite his flight. 

Especially if it's at The dusk Dawn, 

Enjoy the sight as you yawn. 

As you sip on your hot chocolate and eat your breakfast burrito, 

You look at your kiddos and they daddy this is neat-o. 

Whether you enjoy in person or from your front door, 

Seeing these colorful balloons makes you want to soar. 

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

9/23/2021
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 International balloon fiesta/Albuquerque NM 

International balloon fiesta comes once a year, 

Hundreds of balloonists and pilots Will be here. 

From the gas race, special shapes to the balloon glows, 

It all comes to a end with a afterglow fireworks show. 

Some balloons may never get off the ground, 

When the envelope gets filled oh what a sound. 

They accend to heights for me I'd shiver, 

They flow gracefully and skim The Rio Grande River. 

If your lucky and get a personal sight, 

To watch the pilot ignite his flight. 

Especially if it's at The dusk Dawn, 

Enjoy the sight as you yawn. 

As you sip on your hot chocolate and eat your breakfast burrito, 

You look at your kiddos and they daddy this is neat-o. 

Whether you enjoy in person or from your front door, 

Seeing these colorful balloons makes you want to soar. 

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

9/23/2021
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 I love ? you

The three words most want to hear 

Not when you want sex or drinking some beers ?? 

People use the word Way Way too much 

Usually after someone sick or when outta touch 

Love and hate the two strongest words a mouth can produce 

Usually when fighting or trying to make a truce 

Some May be offended if you say it or not 

Some say the word right after they faught 

Dying in their death bed the word they want to hear 

You say it to them as you shed a tear 

Loving someone shouldn't have to hurt 

We use the word when were trying to flirt 

Some have a hard time saying sorry and I love you 

Some don't get either and are alone and Blue ? 

If you're going to say the very strong word 

Be sure you mentally set so your word's are not slurred 

You can love, give love,or be loved 

But if you give a little bit to much you may be shoved 

Your definition of Love may not be the same 

Some say it just to participate in the game 

So love thy neighbor like your food on your shelf 

Because you can't make love all by yourself 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

5/19/22 
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 Homeless people and homeless pets.

Homeless people homeless pets ? ? 

Being out there hard as it gets 

Both were once owned and loved by another human being  

Now both owners are nowhere to be seen 

They scrounge around for food or shelter 

While their lives become a Helter skelter 

Neither nor the other asked to brought into society 

Wondering aimlessly around loaded with anxiety 

With nothing to eat nor a bed to lay a head 

Majority of them will be left alone and found for Dead 

Both are the same in every way 

Both not knowing of the day 

They once had a home ? to call their own 

Now either have a Bone ? or a phone ? 

They been giving names and tags for identity 

Now everyone they encounter becomes their enemy 

If the hands or words that your extending 

Do it for real and not pretending 

Don't laugh, belittle, or show them shame 

It's not their fault they not know their names 

They're giving up to shelters and adoption 

Both are left with no other option 

Sitting sulking just wanting to cry ? 

All Day hoping that they die 

They both have human like characteristics 

As they become part of the statistics 

Next time you think you want a child or a pet ? 

Just be sure that you financially/ mentally set 

 Because they're not material or objects of desire 

 As they sit there like a Bird ? on a wire 

 So love your pets and your child 

 Because out there it's really really wild 
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Johnny p Chavez 

4/29/22 
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 Hell

Domestic violence or child abuse 

Can't be fun receiving The bruise 

Getting kicked around and punched in the eye 

While they stand over you as you cry 

Verbally abusing and belittling you 

Until your heart hurts and your black and blue 

Staying quiet is what your told 

As you look at them they think there bold 

Their lives have become such a mess 

While they exchange love with their bones and there flesh 

Grandma asked how you got them marks 

You Tell her it's from going to the parks 

You only say this because you want that New toy 

While you've been getting beat since a little boy 

Physically mentally or emotionally it's all the same 

Whatever you call it it's fucking lame 

Treat your kids and your loved ones with utmost respect 

Because you'll never know of the risidual effect 

The song says hell is for children let's prove them wrong 

Showing them that its only a song 

Hug them hold them give them kisses 

Because when there gone you'll be missing 

2/1/22 

Johnny bubba Chavez 
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 Halloween ????

It's almost time for tricks and treats, 

All the costumes and decorations will be so neat. Ghost and goblins batman and Robin, Halloween
party's where apples ?? are a bobbin. Scary movies and football games, hundreds of trick or
treaters not knowing their names. Cooler nights,sweatpants and a bon fire ?, checking out All the
costumes as you admire. Remembering the fun you had as child, back in them days our costumes
were really really wild. A bed sheet with three holes was One of mine, had to Wear it and smile and
better not whine. way back when You could go to anybody's home ?, even the house that was
loaded with gnomes. After a night of tricking and treating, couldn't wait to get home to start the
eating. The eating of the candy ?? that filled your pillowcase,not before your Moms checked for a
Trace. Some houses had the big sized candy bars, while crossing ? the street looking out for cars.
leafs ?? be falling ?? wind be blowing, front porches and windows with jack-o'-lanterns ? be glowing.
Hope you have a wonderful spooky and scary Halloween, rather your a king, a witch, spider ?? Man
or even a queen. ? help your kids enjoy this spectacular night, show them the fun and not the fright. 

  

Happy Halloween peeps! 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

8/14/22
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 Halloween ????

It's almost time for tricks and treats, 

All the costumes and decorations will be so neat. Ghost and goblins batman and Robin, Halloween
party's where apples ?? are a bobbin. Scary movies and football games, hundreds of trick or
treaters not knowing their names. Cooler nights,sweatpants and a bon fire ?, checking out All the
costumes as you admire. Remembering the fun you had as child, back in them days our costumes
were really really wild. A bed sheet with three holes was One of mine, had to Wear it and smile and
better not whine. way back when You could go to anybody's home ?, even the house that was
loaded with gnomes. After a night of tricking and treating, couldn't wait to get home to start the
eating. The eating of the candy ?? that filled your pillowcase,not before your Moms checked for a
Trace. Some houses had the big sized candy bars, while crossing ? the street looking out for cars.
leafs ?? be falling ?? wind be blowing, front porches and windows with jack-o'-lanterns ? be glowing.
Hope you have a wonderful spooky and scary Halloween, rather your a king, a witch, spider ?? Man
or even a queen. ? help your kids enjoy this spectacular night, show them the fun and not the fright. 

  

Happy Halloween peeps! 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

8/14/22 
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 Growing up!!

Growing up it wasn't very easy, 

With eight kids Mom made it look easy peasy. 

While my oldest sibling being ten years old, 

The youngest was on the way is what were told. eight of us was definitely enough, you learned Early
in life to be Wise and tuff. Five boys and three girls definitely had her hands full, us kids would give
mom hell but she wouldn't take that bull. Always clothes on our backs shoes ? on our feet, she'd be
sure our hair was nice and neat. many neighborhoods many schools, mostly the kids were nasty
and cruel. we moved so much it wasn't even funny,  

I'm assuming it was because our lack of money ??. Three elementary schools and three middle
schools, and many many public swimming pools. With so many many cousins and family reunions,
there was enough of us to form a union. From picking pinion to recycling aluminum cans, to our
grandmother sewing ?? a rather large afghan. From playing tag and ?? red Rover Red Rover,
holding hands hoping it's you they called over. Hide and seek and pick up sticks and Simon says, All
played with siblings and kin known as the Chavez's. No internet or cellular phones, we had strings at
the end were cones. No cable television or channels to choose , you had a screwdriver and plyers
and they weren't for screws. You used them to change the channel and for amplification, it was
sometimes impossible to find a station. But in reality not much time was spent watching the telly,
instead you were outside playing eating peanut butter ? and jelly. If you fell playing and got a
Boo-boo, you didn't get a bandaid that'll be considered cuckoo. Got up and dusted yourself off, no
such thing as having a cold or cough ? played outside till the street lights came on or Mama called
out for you, that was the time to get your asses home or get beaten till you black and blue ?. Kids
today have no fuckin clue, when bitching about a new pair of shoes. Simply spoiled rotten to the
core, never satisfied always demanding more. Time to bring this to a conclusion,Knowingly that My
childhood wasn't a delusion. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

4/3/2023
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 Fourth of July/Independence Day! ?

The declaration of independence the fourth of July 

Lots of fireworks ? displaying in our skies 

Family and friends gathering to watch it all  

As they ignite and the sparks start to Fall 

Picnics BBQs and baseball ? games  

Hoping the displays cause no flames ? 

We are Free as a country to do as we will 

Just as were told to take this pill ? 

Our flag display stars ? and stripes 

Which gives us freedom not to gripe 

Whatever we do let's do it with responsibility 

Rather your at home ? or at a facility 

Eating your hotdgs ? hamburger ? and watermelon ? 

Others Will enjoy shots and beer ? by the gallons 

Let's enjoy this beautiful time called independence day 

If you see me BBQing you should come My way 

I'll flip you a burger and give you a beer ? 

Give me a minute I'll talk off your ear 

Well ignite some fireworks and watch them soar  

As our children watch clap and roar 

So however we enjoy the fourth of July  

Eating,drinking or filling up the skies 

Let's remember that whatever goes up must come down 

So don't be that idiot or the clown ? 

Remember the little ones watching all we do 

So don't do anything that you think is Cool  

Show them that a *Punk* is used to ignite the fuse 

Not a punk abusing the booze 

Stay safe and have some fun 

Starting this day in the Sun ? 

From the lighting of fireworks to the gathering of friends  

Put on those colors ?? ? ? and continue the trend. 

Happy fourth of July/independence day peeps! 
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Johnny p Chavez 

7/1/22
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 For granted!!

Life without air coffee without cream baby without mom cereal without milk hotdog without the bun
Mac without the cheese red without the green a job without pay plants without water ? without peace
health without sickness sickness without health driving without a license living without dying
showering without water toilet ? without the flush bees ? without Honey gambling without money ?
love ? without hate lawnmower without grass television without antenna car without gas ? wood ?
without fire fish without water trash ?? without a can sun without the Moon computer ? without the
mouse ? hair without a brush a smile without teeth a King without a crown ? a washer without a
dryer a throw without a catch an egg ? without the chicken ? a story without a theme a beginning
without an ending. All things we take for granted and bitch and complain if we don't have one or the
other. I could have gone on and on but just a little eye ? opener for me.  

  

Johnny p Chavez 

7/10/22
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 Fishing/Angel fire ?

As you Head for the derby to catch a fish 

Maybe it's the prize or just one for your dish 

There be hundreds of anglers using their baits 

Some will have lures with lot's of weight 

Some will be there for that biggest catch  

Be sure to wear repellent so you don't scratch 

Time on the boat ? you catch some fish ? 

Not the biggest as you wished 

You head back to the cabin to prepare dinner 

Kinda of upset that you didn't catch the winner ? as you attempt to clean the fish you slip and fall but
it's not serious enough to make the call how could this be I'm not even drinking just then that you
start thinking if I was I wouldn't have gotten hurt Lawrence says is that blood on your shirt you say
you mean this big Red ?? spot he says forget it it must be the pot ? just then he hands you a shot
and a beer ? you both toast to a cheer. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

9/23/22 
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 Expect !!

  

You expect for the door to be held Open  

You expect a thank you,you expect a welcome 

You expect a tip for your service 

You expect change from your dollar 

You expect food when your hungry 

You expect a answer from a question 

You expect a right if your wronged 

You expect to get hi when you inhale 

You expect to get intoxicated when you drink 

You expect water to flow from your faucets 

You expect to lose weight when you diet 

You expect someone to answer when you call 

You except the light to come in when you flip the switch 

You expect the bathroom to be open if you have to piss 

You expect your kids to eat when you feed them 

Many things in life we've come to expect  

When and if it doesn't our lifes become a wreck, so do what you gotta do get your life in check, do
your deeds pay or collect ,live life to the fullest and don't neglect,that filling you get when you Don't
EXPECT!! 

  

JOHNNY P CHAVEZ 

8/24/23
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 Easter Sunday ??

Here comes Peter cottontail hopping down the bunny ?? trail, 

  

But in reality the tru meaning is behind those nails ?. 

  

Kids be hunting for eggs at every spot, 

  

Some find none others find a lot. 

  

The golden one is what there looking for, 

  

No matter how many they always want more. 

  

BBQs picnics and hanging with the friends, 

  

Most of us can't continue the trend. 

  

But let's not forget the tru meaning Easter Sunday, 

  

Regardless the next day is always Monday. 

  

As for the kids its coloring,decorating and hunting of eggs ?, 

  

As adults we know its because of the nails penetrating his hands and his legs. 

  

He scarficed his Life then resurrected, 

  

For the forgiveness of our lies he corrected. 

  

So paint ? your eggs silly and funny, 

  

Grab your basket filled with cream filled bunnies. 

  

Go to church and have some fun, 
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Plan for early and stay out the Sun ??. 

  

Thank you Jesus for forgiveness of our sins, 

  

As one Life ends another begins. 

  

It's because of you that we exist, 

  

Life not going right we get pissed. 

  

Whatever you do on this glorious day, 

  

Keep in mind whom had to pay. 

  

Time to conclude these words I write, 

  

Jesus and I are somewhat tight. 

  

Be Nice courteous and open your door. 

  

He wouldn't ask of nothing more. 

  

  

  

Johnny p Chavez 

  

4/22/22 

  

  

  

 LIKE 1
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 Easter ? Sunday

Here comes Peter cottontail hopping down the bunny ?? trail, 

But in reality the tru meaning is behind those nails ?. 

Kids be hunting for eggs at every spot, 

Some find none others find a lot. 

The golden one is what there looking for, 

No matter how many they always want more. 

BBQs picnics and hanging with the friends, 

Most of us can't continue the trend. 

But let's not forget the tru meaning Easter Sunday, 

Regardless the next day is always Monday. 

As for the kids its coloring,decorating and hunting of eggs ?, 

As adults we know its because of the nails penetrating his hands and his legs. 

He scarficed his Life then resurrected, 

For the forgiveness of our lies he corrected. 

So paint ? your eggs silly and funny, 

Grab your basket filled with cream filled bunnies. 

Go to church and have some fun, 

Plan for early and stay out the Sun ??. 

Thank you Jesus for forgiveness of our sins, 

As one Life ends another begins. 

It's because of you that we exist, 

Life not going right we get pissed. 

Whatever you do on this glorious day, 

Keep in mind whom had to pay. 

Time to conclude these words I write, 

Jesus and I are somewhat tight. 

Be Nice courteous and open your door. 

He wouldn't ask of nothing more. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

4/22/22 
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 Dying/life

Leaving this world ? when it's our day 

Regardless the medicine or what the doctor say 

When were dying our loved ones are sad 

We don't understand why? So we get mad 

Some know when God has opened its gates 

Other haven't a clue of what he has in fate 

Some live a healthy and prosperous life 

Others leave behind a husband or a wife 

Being Born is such a god given miracle  

Up in heaven The sounds are so lyrical  

From the trumpets horns guitars ? and harps  

My pops and tios will playing in F-Sharp 

Singing dancing and celebrating death ? 

We can't be mad/sad as they consume their last breath 

Remember that Jesus Christ our savior and lord 

Has a plan for each and every one of us as the music strikes a chord 

 We will miss our loved ones with out a doubt  

 We must continue life without a pout  

Dying is like living so live Life like you were dying 

Because when your gone it's all over but the crying 

So rather your celebrating a birth or suffering a loss 

Get down on your knees pray to the cross 

Let's celebrate a death just like a birth 

Because we are only temporary on this earth ? 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

6/22/22 
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 Death!!

People close are dying at alarming rate 

People I love people I don't hate 

Some die from sickness and go to places 

We put their ashes in what look like vases 

Some know when they have taken their last breath  

It's then that they've have conceded death  

Some get cancer and hear stage four 

Some fight to the end knocking at the door 

Some are healthy most are not 

Some give up the battle they have fought  

They are not gone by any means 

Their the sun that makes the grass green ? 

Their the moon ? and the stars ? in the night 

Their The snow ?? The wind ??and the plane that's about to flight ?? 

They did not die their souls are still around 

You'll know their there when your heart ?? begins to pound  

So grief as you must for your loss  

Get down on your knees pray ? to the cross 

Remember their not gone only moved to a better place  

Styling and profiling with God's Grace 

So rest in peace ?? to All that have departed  

Because when we die back to where we started 

Jesus Christ our Lord and savior 

Says be kind we owe him that favor 

Hold what you got and hold them tight 

Could be your loved ones fighting the fight  

  

Johnny p Chavez 

6/24/22 
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 Crush!!

The silhouette of you sitting in your chair 

All I could see was a shapely image of beautiful hair you was reading a book in the dark ??? ginger
and I were coming from the park took me forever to get your name everytime I see you your
surrounded by a flame ?I know your young and out of my league my walks used to be tiresome and
with fatigue as of late my walking has doubled maybe even tripled feet would hurt filling like I was
crippled the anticipation of seeing you as we round the corner as in your presence I fill that of a
foreigner I admire you not only for your beauty but also your beautiful daughter she's a cutie ? I'm so
tounge tied when I try to speak wanting to ask for a kiss on the cheek 

That's probably out of line maybe just cook a dinner wine and dine you say that your low in
self-esteem I've have no problem having you on my team you're one if not the prettiest ? and most
admirably individuals I've ever met I'm going to sink All this positivity into you until you get just
remember smile ? when your down makes that frown turn upside down thank you for talking and
being our friend you ever need me I'm there till the end I'm going to end this rhyme or so called
poem maybe on my next Walk I'll catch you at home ?. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

7/8/23
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 Country music ??

You got what I got,and if I didn't love ? you I couldn't get drunk on you this is my kind of party
because I'm just a small town boy while we're dancing on the neon moon ? you make it easy,blue
definitely ain't your color you have me chasing after you I know you're not heartless, at times I try to
be a one man band, because you have a body like a back road, I know we are meant to be, your
love ? is like a hurricane, I don't want this night to end your from sweet home Alabama something
about a truck that makes the thunder ? roll there is definitely dust on this bottle because tequila
makes her clothes fall off,may I have this dance so let's have a barefoot blue ? Jean night, I'm
completely wasted on you,so if I die young, you know what hurts the most is that I found you on the
boondocks, listening to Rodeo, the kind of love ? we make is unreal what was I thinking I knew that
you was a crazy girl but in case you didn't know you have Angel ? eyes are you just going to sit
there or are you going to kiss ?? me.
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 Christmas ??? 2021

It's December nearing The end of the year, 

Time for gifts ? and drinking beer ??. 

2021 was supposed to be a better one, 

Got vaccinated wear masks thought this was done. 

Who do we believe,who do you trust, 

But in reality vaccination and mask are the must. 

Santa Claus reindeer and even elfs, 

Going shopping and seeing empty shelves. 

We forget what Christmas is all about, 

Kids opening gifts while they scream and shout. 

It's the birth of Christ as we attend mass, 

Not understanding the price of gas ?. 

There be celebrations around the world ?, 

Listening to Christmas songs,it's going to be cold ?. 

Some will have rain ?? others snow ??, 

Some will travel to families they go. 

December will bring Christmas ? lights luminarys and spiked egg nog, 

Falling leaves snow and perhaps some fog  

December thirty first ends the Year, 

As the clock ? strikes midnight lets lose the fear ?. 

Raise you hand or your glasses, 

Start the New year and get off our asses. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

12/2/21
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 Christmas ???

Christmas is coming and soon it'll Snow ??, 

It's going to be Cold ? outside will you go. 

Kiddos are trying to be on their Best behavior, 

Not just for Santa but our lord ? and savior. 

From Christmas caroling to making snow ?? man, 

Struggling parents Will do All they can. 

Gifts ? are exchanged with the thought in mind, 

Some don't like there's and can't be kind. 

Lighting of your ? and reminiscing, 

Some Will be without and sadly missing. 

However you celebrate December twenty fifth, 

As you do remember some won't get gifts ?. 

On Donner,dancer, Prancer,and vixen, comet and cupid, donner and blitzen, 

All be with Santa on their mission. 

As Santa calls their names ready for take off, 

Can't forget the great ole Rudolph. 

With his nose shining oh so bright, 

They get ready for the flight, 

So be good bad or even naughty, 

As you sip on your cup of Hot toddy. 

Be gracious and courteous and love one another, 

Some of us have lost their brother or their mother. 

Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night, 

Hold what you got and hold them tight. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

11/22/21 
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 Christmas ???

Christmas is coming and soon it'll Snow ??, 

It's going to be Cold ? outside will you go. 

Kiddos are trying to be on their Best behavior, 

Not just for Santa but our lord ? and savior. 

From Christmas caroling to making snow ?? man, 

Struggling parents Will do All they can. 

Gifts ? are exchanged with the thought in mind, 

Some don't like there's and can't be kind. 

Lighting of your ? and reminiscing, 

Some Will be without and sadly missing. 

However you celebrate December twenty fifth, 

As you do remember some won't get gifts ?. 

On Donner,dancer, Prancer,and vixen, comet and cupid, donner and blitzen, 

All be with Santa on their mission. 

As Santa calls their names ready for take off, 

Can't forget the great ole Rudolph. 

With his nose shining oh so bright, 

They get ready for the flight, 

So be good bad or even naughty, 

As you sip on your cup of Hot toddy. 

Be gracious and courteous and love one another, 

Some of us have lost their brother or their mother. 

Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night, 

Hold what you got and hold them tight. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

11/22/21 
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 Chavez family  reunion!!!

I sit here at the Chavez family reunion  

At a church where you make your first holy communion so many faces I don't remember 

Its almost Christmas ? of course it's December uncles and aunts and mucho cousins Chavez's and
More by the dozens  

Tameles posole pizza ? and chicken so much food for the picken people singing karaoke and
Christmas songs so many hugging and writing wrongs I got a ticket ? for a raffle if I win I'd be baffled
as she called out The winners and names luck would have it i won the games it was a board game
with a hole and a few bean bags it was in a case hadn't any tags it was the Cornhole board game
that we all played tonight it was blue ? and white ? labeled budlight the festive evening soon came
to draw it was nearly perfect without a flaw got home ? to my puppy whom was anxiously awaiting
for her daddy she was anticipating did he bring me a surprise or a treat as he opened the door I
rushed to greet I'm so glad I decided to attend this gathering of family and friends I love ? the
Chavez's to the ends 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

12/23/22
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 Cancer!!

Doctors say you have cancer oh what do you do, it's at that moment your Life becomes blue. they
can't tell if it's stage One or stage four. Either Way your looking to run for the door. Is it kimo or
radiation will you survive, just then you remember that your still alive. you can't help but to think of
the days ahead, wondering what life will like when your Dead. Cancer isn't prejudice it preys on us
all, remember that Jesus Christ will be there when you call. But just because it's cancer you might
not die, well your kid's hear this they start to cry. so just take the News with a grain of salt ?, don't
stop what you're doing and bring Life to a halt. Take One day at a time day by day, and listen to God
remember to pray ?. with positive thoughts and Christ My lord, 

There's no reason to cut the cord. So live life to the fullest smile don't frown, continue to pray ? to
the man with the crown ?.so if you're diagnosed with the ugly*C*word don't discouraged ,pray ? to
God he'll give you courage.so with these words I'll end this rhyme, God will call you when it's your
time. 

  

9/2/22 

Johnny p Chavez 
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 Cancer sucks

Cancer is a word nobody wants to hear, 

But then you first hear it in your early years. 

They say your mom has it And shes going to die, 

Tears start rolling down as you start to cry. 

Your in your early teens and don't quite understand, 

I'm only 13 is this what God has planned. 

Several years pass then your pops has it too, 

Why this happening you haven't a clue. 

It doesn't take him as easy because he's a fighter, 

But in time it does just as we were getting tighter. 

Some time passes I'm told I have a tumor, 

I take the news will major Ill humor. 

I get treated and am expected to live, 

Take my advice And give give give. 

Couple years later brother Chuck gets really really sick, 

I pray to God that it's not him that he doesn't pick. 

But in no time at all it becomes stage four, 

God was calling him to his door. 

Brother Gary went in a different way, 

I miss all four every single day. 

Whatever you do let's change our ways, 

Looking forward to much better days. 

That C word is not good at All, 

Before it's to late make that call. 

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

9/2/2021
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 Brave and honest!!

When I decided I had to stop ? I had to become both brave and honest. 

Deciding to quit took some balls 

I bet my boss got tired of all the calls 

I wasn't brave enough to be honest to tell her the truth I've had a problem since my early youth I
wasn't honest to my family or friends guess I thought I was continuing a trend I wasn't brave enough
to admit I had a problem got so inebriated I thought I was Robin bravery only shown while I was
drunk I can tell you honestly I acted like a punk honestly I can tell you I wasn't brave at all I couldn't
pick up the phone to make the call if I did dial a number, when the phone would ring I was like dumb
and dumber I acted like that if I was shy I wasn't honest or brave I'd just lie you can only be honest
and brave with yourself be a man put that bottle back on the shelf be brave and honest admit you
are powerless to this thing we call alcoholism do not let this become an ism. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

  

12/26/22
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 Boxing ?my amateur career 

I started boxing at The age of ten, 

There were kids boxing against what looked like Men. tiger ? was my nickname after My first fight,,
my dad was my coach we became kinda tight.we'd train every day sometimes at other clubs, we
would spar with the best kids sometimes with the scrubs. then came the weekend is when there
were fights, we weighed in Saturday morning matchups were later that night. staying in Albuquerque
or traveling out of town,boxing ? a friend or foe earning that crown ?. I myself experienced about 4
years of competitive action, winning mostly,losing was only a fraction. had several fights starting at
ten years of age,my name was usually on the program or somewhere on the Page. at 13 years old
in Arizona i entered a three day national boxing tournament, fought four boys in 3 days winning all 4
I was fortunate. Mom was my biggest supporter and biggest fan, when I fought I fought with I can.
seeing her ringside cheering ? and screaming,rather I won or Lost she was always beaming.even
while she was very very sick, I was always moms favorite pick. she passed away early in my teens, I
lost interest in boxing thought life was mean. I only wanted to fight and not willing to train, I begin to
lose not thinking with my brain. I retired about a Year later with nothing in my tank, I want to give
Mom and dad All the thanks ???. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

6/26/22
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 Birthday ??

Today is the day my Mama gave birth to me, 

I look into the mirror ? I'm content with what I see. 

We don't get older only get wiser, 

We learn to save money and become a miser, 

With every Year that passes us bye, 

You find yourself alone and wanting to cry. 

As you age comes grey and sometimes pain, 

Don't be stubborn if you need your cane. 

If you get lost set aside your pride, 

Get directions and jump back into your ride. 

If the item is on the very top shelf, 

Please don't try to reach it your dam self. 

People look at us differently as we get older, 

With every passing day The world ? gets colder. 

Rather you spend This glorious day alone or with some friends, 

Just remember it's only you at the End. 

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

9/16/2021 
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 Beatles Pandora playlist!!!

Yesterday someone told me to dream on I told him to get back he said you need some help he
advised me to to listen to the music ? I told him I fill fine he said let it be here comes the Sun ?
another day we'll all come together last night was a bad moon ? rising while I was stuck in the
middle with you then came the dust in the wind imagine while My guitar ? gently weeps then I came
became paranoid I said goodbye to the yellow ? brick ? road as a gypsy appeared playing bohemian
rhapsody on her radio so take it easy don't be the joker with all the beautiful girls because I'm a
believer we can work it out California dreaming of that spirit in the sky so bye by Miss American pie I
give you all my love ? you make my dreams ( come true) who'll stop the rain ?? when the fat
bottomed girls get on that jet airliner so turn me loose I want to hold your hand it's the time of the
season because it's a wonderful world ? 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

7/6/22
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 Anxious !!!

You said you were coming by so I got prepared, 

As The day went on I was felling scared ?. 

The felling in my stomach was like butterfly's ?, 

As I walked my dog I got lost in the skys. 

So many things running through my mind, 

Whenever you got here I was going to be extremely kind. 

I over thought what I wanted to do, 

You know me and girls I haven't a clue. 

Like when you're life flashes before your eyes, 

I needed to be held And allowed to cry. 

But you couldn't make it sure you had your reason, 

But it's okay cuz its Thursday and football season. 

Talking to you would have been Way much better, 

The weather ?? outside requires a sweater. 

I'm going to end this so called poem, 

Hoping that you are safe at home ?. 

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

10/7/2021
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 Alcoholic anonymous!!

At first it was meeting after meeting after meeting, everyone has what seemed like assigned seating.
going to the first one was freaking scary, I sat next to some big guy named Larry. the meeting
started the with the lord's prayer, if you were late you might not get a chair. a topic of discussion is
picked out the book ?,as I sat there I felt like a crook. speaking for me wasn't on the agenda, as i
stirred my coffee adding some Splenda. Chips are giving out for your sobriety, the More you get the
more notoriety.i could barley talk or say my name,to me it was All just a game. days turn into months
with some time under your belt, you look over at Larry and remember how you felt.
Doctors,Lawyers, teachers, people you'd never think, teenagers, moms, grandparents seemed that
everyone had a drink ? alcohol is the devil ? it doesn't care, but with your higher power you could
get it out your hair. You learn that one day at a time is oh so critical, do it correctly and your mindset
becomes analytical. just over eight years free from alcohol, 3033 consecutive days with out dropping
the ball. thanks you alcohol anonymous for opening these doors, maybe for birthday we can have
s'mores. 

My name is Johnny and I'm a massive alcoholic,I'm going to keep coming back because I'm worth it
?. Work work work!! 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

7/28/22
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 Alcohol,!

I don't drink I don't drive, 

Wonder how I stayed alive. 

I'd would have died if I hadn't stopped, 

Alcohol for me was the Topps. 

I was sick and didn't care, 

What I was doing just wasn't Fair. 

It was like being trapped in quick sand, 

With no one there to lend a hand. 

Even if a hand was extended, 

On my knees I'd stay bended. 

The selfishness that I possessed, 

Everyday I became more obsessed. 

What I was doing was not a joke, 

Now instead I take a toke. 

If I hadn't stopped I'd be in a grave or a pod, 

Owe all my thanks to the man I call God. 

Along with God I thank my sister, 

She showed me a way to avoid this twister ?. 

Hope this helps those in need, 

Instead of alcohol I prefer weed!!
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 Albuquerque New Mexico 505

The question is always Red or green?, 

I remember when I was eighteen. 

Cruising up and down route 66, 

Hustling and busling jamming to your mix. 

Tingley beach and San Gabriel park, 

You'd see me in my Buick skylark. 

From Johnny and Danny sporting their gloves, 

There was resecpt but not much love ?. 

Then their was Terry (Funk)and Ricky (Romero)wrestling at the Civic, 

The battles there were sometimes horrific. 

Went from the Duke's to the Topes in a blink of an eye ?? 

When I heard this I wanted to cry. 

My favorite uncle was definitely uncle Cliff, 

After cliffs on our way to Griffs. 

Putt putt, Iceland bowl or Albuquerque 6, 

Were the places to go with your clique. 

From the Sandia mountains to the many lakes, 

To the carne adovada burrito ? you can get from from Blakes. 

From the roadrunner to our yucca flower, 

Our Zia symbol has All the power. 

Bernalillo our county the capital is Santa Fe, 

The land of enchantment is where you could spend all of your day. 

No hurricanes tornadoes or major catastrophes, 

Albuquerque New Mexico is the place for me. 

  

Johnny "bubba"Chavez 

8/29/2021 
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 A.A.

It's02/22/22 February 22 2022, 

Lately the world acting the fool. 

Inflation, gas and bills going up, 

But refraining from that alcohol in your cup. 

Slowly but surely they say no more masks, 

But regardless the news we must continue our tasks. 

Refraining from booze during this difficult time, 

But it's the mountain that we must climb. 

Be strong focused and stay positive, 

Because if not we know the causetive. 

It's One day at time so we're told, 

Alcohol hasn't a favorite young or old. 

So come to meetings read your book, 

Before you know it you'll be hooked. 

Hooked on freedom and not the booze, 

With AA and a higher power you can't lose. 

I'll end this poem or so called rhyme, 

For me I found AA in the Nick of time. 

  

2/23/22 

Johnny p Chavez 

2878 days free from alcohol 
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 Human!!

We rolled up to a parking spot, 

Saw a man with not a whole lot. 

Obviously he was homeless asking for a$1 for something to eat, Sister popped her trunk we put
shoes on his feet. The Joy he was experiencing brought me to tears, although his appearance we
had nothing to fear. As we put the shoes and tighten his belt,the appreciation he was showing was
definitely felt. Sister gave him a couple of dollars I gave him some pot, wasn't much but it was the
thought. A young man walking by seeing this unfold, he chipped in $20 guess he was sold. This
poor guy dirty, unbathed, a rope for a belt, for a short moment I felt the smile he had delt. Our deeds
were delivered to a man named Michael, I could only imagine the life he has to cycle. Next time you
come across someone who's in need, let go of that pride and some of your greed. Were all living
under the same dam roof, don't walk around like your bulletproof. If it's your hand that you're
extending, do it honestly and not pretending. Time to bring this to a conclusion, 

Please don't let what you see literally be an allusion . 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

10/19/23 
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 ???? beer

Beer ? how many of us drink it  

Beer THOSE brands we can depend on 

Beer what's your favorite beer 

Beer before we go any further let's drink some beer  

  

Beer ? is something we drink everyday 

Some drink only one,some drink all day 

Now you can ask anyone their meaning of beer 

But not even the dictionary can explain beer 

And if you ask me I couldn't be much help 

Because drinking and judging you should do by yourself 

If you drink and drive and act the fool 

No matter what people say you think you're cool ? 

When we drink beer we think we funny 

The residual effects cost so much money ??? 

Some grew up with beer in life everyday 

Some are the in same rut to this very day 

Homeboys through the summer winter ? spring and fall 

If you needed beer ? just make that call 

As the beers went down again and again 

It was Budweiser Coors and shots once again 

You say that you and your beer were so tight, 

Until you got plastered and got into a fight. 

  

You say you only had a beer or two 

But in reality you can't remember what you do. 

You wrecked you marriage and your car, 

All shortly after leaving the local bar. 

You took that beer ? in your hand, 

After a few you couldn't stand. 

You couldn't be trusted with your keys, 

Even with your loved ones on their knees. 

You wonder how long you've been drinking beer ?, 
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As far as you remember from the Early years. 

I love alcohol liquor and Frito pie 

When I'm drinking I'm also full of lies. 

And you were really stingy with the beer ? that you had, 

Looking back at it it's really really sad  

But nevertheless we'll continue to drink, 

Maybe after reading this you might fuckin think. 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

Bubba 

11/17/21 
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 9/11/2021

It all happened twenty years ago today, 

Who ever did still hasn't paid. 

It was four different airplanes ? all headed the same way, 

All four were hijacked by terrorists on this somber day. 

Minutes from departure three were overtaken, 

The men onboard had bad intentions and they weren't faking. 

Two crashed into the world ? trade center within minutes they were gone, 

One headed to Richmond Virginia to destroy our Pentagon. 

The passengers on the fourth somehow got word, 

So they All got together like one big Herd 

They fought the terrorists with All they had, 

Even knowing the results would probably be bad. 

Sad that it takes events like this to bring USA together 

Let's keep in mind we're The same just birds of a different feather ? 

No matter what happens let's all stay strong, 

Who knows this poem could become a song ?. 

9/11/2021 

Johnny bubba Chavez 

Ps: the Pentagon construction started on 9/11/1941?? 
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 9/11/2021

It all happened twenty years ago today, 

Who ever did still hasn't paid. 

It was four different airplanes ? all headed the same way, 

All four were hijacked by terrorists on this somber day. 

Minutes from departure three were overtaken, 

The men onboard had bad intentions and they weren't faking. 

Two crashed into the world ? trade center within minutes they were gone, 

One headed to Richmond Virginia to destroy our Pentagon. 

The passengers on the fourth somehow got word, 

So they All got together like one big Herd 

They fought the terrorists with All they had, 

Even knowing the results would probably be bad. 

Sad that it takes events like this to bring USA together 

Let's keep in mind we're The same just birds of a different feather ? 

No matter what happens let's all stay strong, 

Who knows this poem could become a song ?. 

9/11/2021 

Johnny bubba Chavez 

Ps: the Pentagon construction star 

ted on 9/11/1941??
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 9/11/2001

It all happened twenty years ago today, 

Who ever did still hasn't paid. 

It was four different airplanes ? all headed the same way, 

All four were hijacked by terrorists on this somber day. 

Minutes from departure three were overtaken, 

The men onboard had bad intentions and they weren't faking. 

Two crashed into the world ? trade center within minutes they were gone, 

One headed to Richmond Virginia to destroy our Pentagon. 

The passengers on the fourth somehow got word, 

So they All got together like one big Herd 

They fought the terrorists with All they had, 

Even knowing the results would probably be bad. 

Sad that it takes events like this to bring USA together 

Let's keep in mind we're The same just birds of a different feather ? 

No matter what happens let's all stay strong, 

Who knows this poem could become a song ?. 

9/11/2021 

Johnny bubba Chavez 

Ps: the Pentagon construction started on 9/11/1941?? 
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 7 years!!

It's been seven years that I had a drink, 

Makes me really stop and think. 

I did it wherever I was, didn't mean a thing, 

Got so plastered thought I could even sing. 

Was so natural to me so I had thought, 

It's the demons inside and out that I had fought. 

So many bad things I Said and done, 

And they say drinking is supposed to be fun. 

I can't change the past only look straight ahead, 

Cuz it's me that's has to lay my head in my bed. 

Seven years,eighty four months,or two thousand five hundred fifty seven days,call it what you want I
was in such a Haze. 

I'll end this poem or so called rhyme, 

Not consuming any more of your time!!!!! 
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 3000!! Days free from alcohol!

It's a milestone that I thought was out of reach 

Don't get me wrong I'm not here to preach 

But I will be braggadocios and very proud 

You won't catch me obnoxious or even loud 

That's eight years and two months and 17 days 

That my life is better and not in a Haze 

Consecutive days with many stumbles 

But I remain stable and very humble 

But i always just take it one day at a time 

As I write these words to a rhyme 

3000 down and one more to go 

 I'll continue to pray ? while I flow 

 I'm going to bring this poem to a halt 

 Take my words with a grain of salt ? 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

6/25/22 
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 2022!!

I sit here hours before midnight already hearing blast and bombs throughout the night ? should your
acquaintance be forgotten 2022 couldn't have been more rotten just when we thought we were out
of the water people around the world ? are getting slaughtered waiting in line for paper and some
gas without that paper how are you going to wipe your ass we give a toast and say goodbye as
we're toasting we start to cry The tears you shed you're not quite sure why then you remembered
whom have died queen Elizabeth amungst several who passed thousands gathered for her mass
The famous slap Heard around the world because of the smack that Chris rocks mouth had told the
Russians invasion of neighbor Ukraine shattered lives and left families in pain Tom cruise is back as
Maverick in top gun he's still showing regardless of age you can still have fun winter Olympics were
held in Beijing because of COVID live attendance wasn't a thing Queen Elizabeth celebrates 70
years at throne later this year she passes the world ? is blown inflation reaches a record high we
haven't any money for things to buy Trump get tons of lawsuits filed against him throw the bastard in
the Sea bet he can't swim as we reach the end of two thousand and twenty two smile don't frown
and don't be blue ? the best part of two thousand and twenty three is that hopefully we'll all be
Donald j Trump FREE!!!!!!! 

  

Johnny p Chavez 

1/1/23
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 *505*

A Albuquerque 

L Land of enchantment 

B beautiful 

U unique 

Q quesadillas 

U UFOs ? ? 

E elevated 

R relaxing 

Q quicksilver 

U unidentified 

E earthly ? 

  

Come to Albuquerque the land of Enchantment it's Beautiful and Unique from Quesadillas to UFO's
? it's Elevated and very Relaxing you can get Quicksilver that may me Unidentified but most of all
Albuquerque is very Earthy ?. 

  

Johnny"bubba" Chavez 

8/30/2021 
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  Untitled

Here take This seems like your low, 

This Will help make the red start to glow. 

Your knees look weak and about to fall, 

Let's charge that battery so you can call. 

I'm reaching out to lend a hand, 

So on your two feet you can stand. 

Like a battery our lifes get drained, 

Without struggle nothing is gained. 

If I'm fully charged and seem somewhat set, 

My positive energy you can surely get. 

Take the negative and make a positive, 

Change the reason that's the causative. 

Looking at this picture both are the same, 

One is just less but still in the game. 

Never hesitate to ask or lend a hand, 

Never now it could be you sinking in quick sand. 

  

Johnny bubba Chavez 

9/9/2021
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  January 6th 2021

Today started by counting of votes 

They were in brown boxes that looked like totes  

As soon as Pence and McConnell started to speak 

It was him ( trump) that his knees got weak  

  

Minutes later his protesters stormed the capitol  

What was on their minds definitely wasn't rational  

They would proceed and begin to breach  

As the Walls the protesters would reach  

Someone got shot and May have died  

As I watched it all unfold I definitely cried  

All because of ONE mans denial  

It's ( his) ass (trump) that should be on trial. 
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  4th of July 2021! ?

  

  

Fourth of July or independence day, 

However you say lets be gay. 

From igniting fireworks ?? to drinking beer, 

It's the best celebration of The year. 

We have barbeques,picnics, and baseball ? games, 

We play horseshoes, Cornhole while forgetting their names. 

It's our dependence that is fought for, 

Let's be gracias from door to door ?. 

Wreather you singing Yankee doodle or ? stars and stripes, 

Drinking your beer or smoking your pipes. 

Let remember the colors that will always be you, 

The great colors of Red ?? White ? and Blue ?.
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